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1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of a Cartan form arises naturally within the context of the 
calculus of variations of single integrals whenever questions of invariance 
are investigated. The classical theorem of E. Noether states that the action 
integral associated with a given Lagrangian function t( t, qi( t), dq’( t)/dt) is 
invariant under a group G, of transformations if the Lie derivatives of the 
Cartan 1 -form 
0 = (L - pi dq’/dt) dt + p, dq’, p, = aL/a(dqydt) 
with respect to the generators of G, all vanish along any solution of the 
associated Euler-Lagrange equations. 
This notion does not extend directly to multiple integral problems in the 
context of Hamilton-Jacobi theory. The primary reason for this is the 
presence of a hierarchy of distinct field theories, each of which leads to a 
different generalization of the Cartan form for single integral problems. The 
purpose of this paper is to show that reformulation of variational problems 
within an appropriately defined contact structure leads to the construction 
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of a canonical Cartan form that is unique to within addition of a certain 
restricted class of elements of the closed contact ideal. A universal Cartan 
form, which applies equally well to each of the distinct field theories for 
multiple integral problems, is thus available. Furthermore, the Cartan form 
that is obtained in this way does not involve canonical variables, so that 
the Hamilton-Jacobi theory need not be employed. 
A third-order contact structure, which is naturally associated with 
second-order multiple integral problems in the calculus of variations, is 
introduced in Section 3. Motivation for the explicit definition of Cartan 
forms is provided within the context of a closed third-order contact ideal of 
the underlying exterior algebra. Although this paper is primarily concerned 
with second-order multiple integral problems, Section 4 is devoted to Car- 
tan forms for first-order problems in order to demonstrate agreement with 
previously published results. Cartan forms for second-order multiple 
integral variational problems are obtained in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted 
to the relations between Cartan forms and the theorems of Noether and 
Bessel-Hagen. The last section is concerned with the direct sum decom- 
position of the spaces involved, being a natural consequence of the third- 
order contact structure and, in this context, the Cartan form. 
It is evident that multiple integral problems for any order p, p 3 1, may 
be treated in this fashion in order to obtain a Cartan form. The associated 
contact structure should then be of order 2p - 1. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let M,, n > 1, denote an n-dimensional orientable manifold of indepen- 
dent variables. A system of local coordinates for a neighborhood in M, is 
denoted by {x’ ( 1~ i < n}. The volume element of M, is denoted by p, and 
in terms of the local coordinates. we have 
,u = dx’ A ... A dx”. (2.1) 
A conjugate basis for (n - 1)-forms on M, is given by 
FL, = a, i /A 16i<H (2.2) 
where {a, := a/ax; 1 1 d id n} is the natural basis for the tangent space, 
T(M,), of M, relative to the {xi> coordinate cover. The elements (2.2) 
exhibit the properties [ 11 
d,ui = 0, dx’ A pi = S;p. (2.3) 
Suppose that we are given an n-dimensional, arc-wise connected, simply 
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connected point set Sz c M,, with boundary XJ, and a system of m smooth 
functions {+P(.xi) 1 1 d 01 <ml, each of which is at least four times differen- 
tiable. If 
L = L(x’, q(~h), a,dy.P), a, aid*(P)) (2.4) 
is a given smooth function, the action integral associated with the collec- 
tion {da 1 1 da<m} is given by 
We will refer to the function L as the Lagrangian, and for brevity we will 
write the action as 
4d”l= h, LP. 
The second-order problem of the calculus of variations is to find all 
functions {ba(xi) 1 1< ~16 m} that render the action stationary in value for 
a given Lagrangian. The problem is referred to as of the second order 
because of the presence of the second-order derivatives of C# in L. 
Let K, denote the manifold M, x !Rm(‘fn+n2fn3), and assume that the 
local coordinate cover is of the form {x’, q’, y:, y& y”,, / 1 d ~16 m, 
1~ i, j, k <n}. The tangent space T(K,) has a natural basis 
a,, a, := JL a42 3 
The Lie derivative of any k-form O.I with respect to VE T(K,) then has the 
explicit evaluation 
c5fvo= V_)do+d(VJw). (2.7) 
For future reference we define the null-class, JV, of Lagrangians to con- 
sist of all the Lagrangians for which the Euler-Lagrange equations are 
satisfied identically. An explicit and particularly elegant characterization of 
null-class (degenerate) Lagrangians for multiple integral variational 
problems of any finite order is given in [2]. 
3. CONTACT STRUCTURES OF THE THIRD ORDER 
The considerations of this section are a direct generalization of those 
given in [ 11 for first-order variational problems. An essential aspect of the 
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analysis in the following sections hinges on the occurrence of third-order 
contact l-forms, a situation not altogether obvious for second-order 
variational problems. 
The third-order contact l-forms on K, are given by 
C” = dqa - y; dxk, (3.1) 
c$ = dye” - y$ dxk, (3.2) 
C; = dy; - yEii dxk, (3.3) 
with 1 d c1 <m, 1 di, j, k < n. The summation convention is operative on 
the Latin indices as well as on the Greek ones. A homogeneous ideal of 
n(K,) is generated by the l-forms (3.1)-(3.3) which we will refer to as the 
third-order contact ideal (of ,4( KS)) 
C3=Z{Ca, e, C$I 1 dcw<m, 1 <i,j<n}. (3.4) 
The closure of C, is denoted by C3, so that 
C3=Z(Cr, C;, Cc, dC”, dc, dC; I 1 da.<m, 16i, j<n} (3.5) 
is the closed third-order contact ideal. 
The following identities arise as a natural consequence of (3.1), (3.2) and 
(3.3), which we note for future use. 
LEMMA 3.1. We have 
C; A dx’= -dC” - yti dxk A dx’, (3.6) 
C:, A dx’= -dC; - y;, dxk A dx’, (3.7) 
and hence 
C; A ,u+dC” A pi=O, C; A p+dC; A pi=O, (3.8) 
y;,, s 0 mod C,, yfrllk = 0 mod C,, 
- 
yf,, E 0 mod C,. (3.9) 
ProoJ Exterior multiplication of (3.2) by dx’ gives us 
C;x A dx’ = dy; A dx’ - y;; dxk A dx’. (3.10) 
From (3.1) we obtain dC” = -dy; A dxk, and substitution in (3.10) yields 
(3.6). The relations (3.7) are established in the same way. Exterior mul- 
tiplication of (3.6) by pj and use of (2.2) yield the first set of relations in 
(3.8). A similar argument starting with (3.7) yields the second set of (3.8). 
From (3.6) it follows that 
$(y;;- y;“k)dxk A dx’= -dC”-C; A dx’z0 mod C,, 
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which is the first of (3.9) if we put 2y”;,,, = y& - y$. The second and third 
systems of (3.9) follow from (3.7) in a similar manner, with 
~YT~VI = YE,- YZj),i+ Yzk- Y,% + Y$i- Yfj,. I 
A map @: Q + K3 is said to be regular if and only if 
@*p # 0, PC3 = 0. (3.11) 
The collection of all regular maps is denoted by R(Q), so that 
R(Q)={@D+K3(@*~#0,@*C3=0}. (3.12) 
If @ is a regular map, we have @*p # 0, and we may choose a represen- 
tation for @ such that 
Under these conditions, the requirement @*C3 = 0 restricts the represen- 
tation of @ so that 
@*q” = @(Xh), @*yy = a,q4”(xh), 
cD*y;= ai a,@(xh), ~*~i)~=a~a~a,~yx"). 
It is then easily seen that @ER(SZ) implies @*C, =O; any regular map 
annihilates the closed contact ideal. If we note that LE A”(K3) gives 
@D*L(x’, q9, y:, y;, = L(@*x’, O*ql, @*y;, @*y$) 
= Lb’, 6, ad’, a, a,o, (3.13) 
the action integral (2.5) may be written as 
(3.14) 
for any @ E R(Q). The action may thus be viewed as a map from R(0) into 
R. Furthermore, since yy,, E 0 mod C,, the occurrence of the arguments y; 
in L may be replaced by the symmetric combination t( y; + y;). It then 
follows immediately that 
a ‘in = ajiL 1 1 (3.15) 
LEMMA 3.2. The n vector fields 
zi=a,+ygab+y::ah+y~kalak, lfi<n (3.16) 
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are Cauchy characteristic vector fields of the third-order contact ideal C,, 
and 
ZiJ c*=o, zi Jq=o, z, Jczj=o, (3.17) 
df(x’, q’, y;, y;) =Zk(f) dxk + (Cl d, + CT 8; + C; a;)(f). (3.18) 
Proof The relations (3.17) follow directly from (3.1)-(3.3) and (3.16). 
It then follows that o = 0 mod C3 implies Zi J w E 0 mod C, and hence 
each Z, is a Cauchy characteristic vector field of C3. If f is any function of 
the arguments xi, ql, y;, $( y;+ y;), but not a function of y$, exterior dif- 
ferentiation gives 
df = (8,f) dx’+ (a,f) dq” + (a;f) dy: + (8y) dy;. (3.19) 
When (3.1)-(3.3) are used to eliminate the quantities dq”, dy;, dJ$, we 
obtain (3.18). 1 
A role of particular importance is played in these considerations by 
isovector fields of the third-order contact ideal, namely, 
TC, = ( VE T(K,) ) 9’& c c,}. (3.20) 
The essential facts about these isovectors sufficient for our analysis are 
given in the following Theorem whose proof follows the lines layed down in 
Cl, 31. 
THEOREM 3.1. TC? is a non-finite-dimensional Lie subalgebra of T(K,). 
Let T,(s): K, + K3 be the flow generated by any V E TC3. If 0 E R(Q 1, then 
@Js) = T,(s) 0 @ (3.21) 
is a l-parameter family of maps that belong to R(Q) for all s in a 
neighborhood B, of s = 0, and 
@.(s)*w = @*(exp(sYV)o) (3.22) 
holds for any o E A( K,) and any s E B,. 
Transport of the range sets of regular maps by flows of isovector fields of 
the third-order contact ideal provide the basic information whereby global 
and infinitesimal variations of the action integral may be computed. 
DEFINITION. The finite variation of the action A [@I that is generated by 
VE TC, has the evaluation 
d.(s)AC~l=AC~.(s)l-AC~l. (3.23) 
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DEFINITION. The infinitesimal variation of the action A [@I that is 
generated by I/E TC3 has the evaluation 
S,A[@] =,“1”, (s-‘Ll&)A[@]). (3.24) 
The following theorem gives explicit evaluations of the finite and 
infinitesimal variations. 
THEOREM 3.2. If VE TC3 and @E R(Q), then 
d.(s) AC@1 = jQ @*{(ev(sdlP,)- l)(b)S, (3.25) 
for all s E BO, and 
6 VA [@I = jQ @*9AhL). (3.26) 
Proof: When (3.22) is used to evaluate QV(s)*(Lp) and the results are 
substituted in (3.23) with A[ Y] =ja ‘v*(Lp), we obtain (3.25) for all 
s E B,. The evaluation given by (3.26) then follows directly from (3.24) and 
(3.25). 1 
We have constructed a contact structure of the third order given by the 
quadrupicate (K3, c3, R(Q), TC,) which consists of a third-order contact 
manifold K3, the third-order closed contact ideal c3, the collection of all 
regular maps R(Q), and the collection of all isovector fields of the third- 
order contact ideal TC3. The analysis given above shows that second-order 
variational problems are well posed within this context. Moreover, for a 
given @h-order multiple integral variational problem the results obtained 
above may be extended in the context of a (2~ - 1 )-order contact structure. 
The ideas underlying the construction of Cartan forms stem from 
Theorem 3.2. We first observe that @*L.Y,,(L~) = @*(6pv(Lp) + M,) for 
any M, E c, n A”(K,) and any @E R(Q) because any regular map 
annihilates the closed third-order contact ideal. Second, any VE TC, is 
such that YVC3 c C,, so that @*P’,,(L~)= @*L?~(&L+ M2) for any 
M, E c, n An(K3) and any DE R(Q). These considerations combine to 
show that we may choose an n-form n(L) such that 
@p*P~(L/L) = @*5?v7c(L), (3.27) 
provided 
(3.28) 
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and 
n(L) = Lp mod c,. (3.29) 
However, (3.29) implies (3.28) for any VE TC3 and hence only the con- 
dition (3.29) need be imposed. It then follows directly from (2.7) and (2.27) 
that 
(3.30) 
where the boundary integral obtains through use of Stokes’ theorem. If we 
choose the boundary values of VE TC, (boundary values of the variations) 
in the standard manner for problems in the calculus of variations, the 
boundary integral in (3.30) vanishes and hence 
S,.4[@] = [ @*(v J d7c(L)). (3.31) 
If n(L) is to serve as a Cartan form, it must be chosen so that (3.31) 
implies the Euler-Lagrange equations when 6,A [@I = 0 for all VE TC, 
such that the boundary integral in (3.30) vanishes. Arguments similar to 
those given above show that we have the further requirement 
vJdn(L)-(VJC”)E,(L) mod C3, 
where E,(L) are the Euler-Lagrange n-forms defined by 
(3.32) 
E,(L) := (d,L)p - dP; A p, (3.33) 
and 
P; :=a+z,(P;q, P;~=P:’ :=ap. (3.34) 
The well known Euler-Lagrange equations are then given by 
@*(E,(L)) = 0. (3.35) 
The analysis given here for the n-form n(L) provides the motivation for the 
definition of the Cartan form in the following sections. 
4. CARTAN FORMS FOR 
FIRST-ORDER MULTIPLE INTEGRAL VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS 
We assume throughout this section that the given Lagrangian function is 
of first order (does not depend on second- or higher-derivatives of the field 
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variables). The underlying contact structure will therefore be of first order 
and the contact manifold K, is replaced by the first-order contact manifold 
K1 of dimension n + m + nm. A system of local coordinates for K, is thus 
given by (x’, qa, ,u: 1 1 < i < n, 1 G c( <m}. We define the first-order contact 
ideal by 
c, = Z{CS}, C’ = dq” - y; dx’ (4.1) 
and its closure by 
C, = I{ c*, dC”}. (4.2) 
The identities (3.6), (3.7) and (3.9) no longer apply, while (3.8) is replaced 
by 
dy: A p + dC” A pL = 0. (4.3 1 
The natural basis for the tangent space T(K,) is {a,, a,, a:, / 1 <id n, 
1 < c1 <m 1. Since the variables y; and Y”,~ are now absent, we construct the 
vector fields 
z; = a, + y: a,, i = l,..., n, (4.4) 
and note that they are Cauchy characteristic vector fields of the first-order 
contact ideal C,. Thus, if f = f(x’, q’, y:) E A’(K,), we have 
df= Zf (f) dx’+ (a,f) C” + (8;f) dy; (4.5) 
in place of (3.18). We also that the Euler-Lagrange n-forms reduce to 
(4.6) 
Motivated by the results of Theorem 3.2 and the subsequent analysis in 
the previous section, the following definition for a Cartan form is given. 
DEFINITION. An n-form z(L) is a Cartan form for a first-order multiple 
integral variational problem with Lagrangian L if and only if 
7c(L) = Lp mod C, (4.7) 
and 
v J WL) = (J’ i C)(E,(L)) 
for all VE T(K,). 
mod C, (4.8) 
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THEOREM 4.1. The n-form 
n,(L) = Lp + (a; L)C” A /AL, 
satisfies the conditions (4.7) and (4.8). 
(4.9) 
ProoJ Clearly z,(L) satisfies the condition (4.7). Application of the 
d-operator to (4.9) yields 
dx,(L)=dL A ,u+d($L) A C” A pi+(d;L)dc” A p,. 
Now, (4.5) yields 
dL A ,u = (a,L)c’ A p + (d;L) dy; A /i, 
and hence use of (4.3) gives us 
dL A ,u = (d,L)c A p - (a;L) dc* A p,. 
When this is put back into the above expression for dx,(L), we obtain 
dn,(L) = c* A { (d,L)p - d(d;L) A ,u;}, 
and hence (4.6) yields 
dx,(L) = C” A E,(L). 
It is then elementary to see that 
VJdz,(L)=(VJC”)E,(L) mod I?, 
for any VE T(K,). 1 
Suppose that we are given a non-zero Lagrangian q which is a member 
of the null class JV of Lagrangians. In order to construct the Cartan form 
Z(V), we consider the element o = v]p mod c,, which is an element of the 
null class of n-forms [3] 
,V(K1)= (oEI~“(K,) 1 osdpmod c,, PEA”- ‘(C)j, 
where G is the graph space with local coordinates {x’, q’ ( 1 < id n, 
1 < a d m}. Any element of this class can be written as [ 1, 21 
o = c Oi,i,‘.‘.‘.i~p Tkl A ... A T/‘p A P/,...,~, (4.10) 
p=l 
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in which the O’s are such that each term in the series belongs to the null 
class of n-forms, and 
Tk = dxk + ‘I ~ ‘@‘;q)C’, 
P,,.--,,=~/,-J~,~-J '.. i~,,M l<pd?l. 
Substitution of (4.11) into (4.10) yields 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
where @&‘.‘.‘,‘R, are various sums of 0’; .::t for 2 6 p 6 n. The first term in 
(4.13) reduces to C;_ 1 O+;:::$ and we observe the following. If 
a Cartan form of q is given by (4.13) that is, 
where A is the remaining set of terms on the right-hand side of (4.13). Since 
the functions @$,‘.” Q+ 2 d pdn, are coefficients of exterior products of 
members of C,, they do not contribute to the essential part of the Cartan 
form. They can therefore be chosen in any way we wish. Therefore, the 
following Lemma is evident. 
LEMMA 4.1. A Cartan form ,for a Lagrangian ‘1 ef the null-class .,1-“ oj 
Lagrangians is given by 
+ f: qpg, f yIp’q;,I ‘~~s:pP(J~~Y/)“‘(ak,y) 
p=2 ,’ = I 
x C”’ A . A C”p A p,, .i,,’ (4.14) 
in which @,l,l;.‘.‘.$, are arbitrary functions of (x”, q’, y;), C”‘,..., C”p are given 
by (3.1), and pLi, i,> are given by (4.12). 
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COROLLARY 4.1. When @#;:‘$,E 0, 2 < p d n, the Cartan form (4.14) 
becomes 
and it is associated with the Theory of Weyl with q = Z,!(Si), for some 
functions S’= S’(xh, 4’). 
COROLLARY 4.2. 
the Cartan form 
When @~,‘.‘:.~~, = 0, 2 < p 6 n - 1, @;, .--!;, = r&l, . . . @J,, 
+l)=w+@r)~ A P 
+ f Yp”(a$j). (a$;,q) C”’ A ” A C”,~ A pi,, ,.,,, 
p=2 
is associated with the theory of Carathkodory where q = det(Z,‘(S’)), for 
some functions S’ = Sj(xh, 4’). This result agrees with the ,findings reported 
by Rund in [4]. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If ye satisfies 
for some choice of @~,~~.~.I~,, a Cartan ,form associated with q is 
If v = det(Z,!(S’)), @jkl,‘.‘.‘.$ = q’ --p b~,‘.‘.‘.~,, this Cartan form can also be 
associated with the theory of CarathCodory [4]. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let L, , L, be given Lagrangians and f(x) E A”(Q). Then 
any Cartan form satisfies 
4L, + L2) = n(b) + n(L*) (4.15) 
r(fL,) =fn(L,). (4.16) 
Proof: By application of the definition of the Cartan form, (4.15) and 
(4.16) follow directly. 1 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let L and L, be Lagrangians equivalent to each other. Then 
71(LI) = n(L) + qp + @:q) c” A pk 
Proof The proof follows directly from Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.1 
when applied to the Lagrangian L, = L + n, n E JV. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Any Cartan form for any given Lagrangian L = 
L(x’, qa, y;) is of the form 
in which 
n(L) = -n,(L) + dR + S, (4.18) 
no(L) = Lp + (a$)c A p& (4.19) 
is a Cartan form for L, R is any element of C, n A”- ‘(K,), and S is any sum 
of nform valued, homogeneous exterior polynomial in the generators qf c, of 
degree two or higher. Thus, all Cartan forms for a Lagrangian L are 
equivalent mod c, to the Cartan form no(L). 
Proof: Corollary 4.1 shows that no(L) is a Cartan form for L. If z(L) is 
any other Cartan form for L, we have 
n(L) - z,(L) = Lu - Lu mod C, E 0 mod C, 
and similarly 
Vid(z(L)-n,(L))=0 mod C, 
by the definition of Cartan forms. Thus, if we set 
ML) = n(L) - %3(L), 
we have the requirements 
w(L) = 0 mod C,, (4.20) 
VJdw(L)=O mod C, (4.21) 
for all VE T(K,). If R is any element of C, nA’-‘(K,), then 
dR E c, n An(K1) satisfies (4.20) and (4.21). The result then follows upon 
noting that any n-form valued homogeneous exterior polynomial S of 
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degree greater than or equal to two in the generators of c, belongs to c,, 
and that dS is also an exterior polynomial of degree two in the generators 
of C, because C, is closed. Thus V J dS is a homogeneous polynomial in 
the generators of c, of degree one or greater; V J dS = 0 mod c, . 1 
Theorem 4.2 shows that the Cartan form X,(L) can be canonically 
associated with the Lagrangian function L since all other Cartan forms 
may be generated from n,(L) by adding appropriate elements of 
C, n n”(K,). Further no(L) = Lp mod c, shows that the action integral 
can be written in the equivalent form 
A [CD] = ID @*71,(L). 
Accordingly, the whole theory of multiple integral problems of first order 
in the calculus of variations can be obtained through use of the canonical 
Cartan ,form 7-c0( L). 
5. CARTAN FORMS FOR SECOND-ORDER VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS 
The results of the previous section can be extended directly to second- 
order variational problems. 
DEFINITION. An n-form z(L) is a Cartan form for a second-order 
variational problem with Lagrangian function L = L(x’, q’, .J$, I,$) if and 
only if 
z(L) = Lp mod C3, (5.1) 
and 
V J dn(L) = ( I’J C’) E,(L) mod C, (5.2) 
for all VE T(K,). 
LEMMA 5.1. The exterior derivative of the n-form 
i-co(L) = Lp + Pi C” A pi + Py; A pi 
has the evaluation 
(5.3) 
dn,(L)=c”r\ E,(L)-C;A (C”a,+cga~+ca,a”,‘)(P~) Api. (5.4) 
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ProoJ: A direct calculation based on (5.3) yields 
dn,(L) = dL A p + dP; A C” A pi + P:, dC” A p, 
+dP~r\C;r\p,+P;dC;~p~. 
However, (3.18) gives 
dL=Z,(L)dxk+(Cz&+C;a:,+C#)(L) 
and hence 
dL A p = (8,L)C’ A p + (al,L) C.7 A p + (8zL) C; A p. 
We now substitute this result into (5.5) and obtain 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
dz,(L)=c” A {(&L)p-dP; A ~,~;j+(al,L)c; A p 
+ (a$) c;. A p + Pi, dC* A p, 
+dP; A c,” A pi+P;dC; A p,. 
Now, use of (3.18) shows that 
dP; A CT A pi=Z,(P;) dxk A c; A p, 
+ {c” a& + cf a);p; + cf, apz} A c; A Ili. 
When this evaluation is substituted into (5.6) and (3.33) is used, we see 
that 
dz,(L)=c” A E,(L)+ {a;&z,(P$)} C; A p 
+P~{C;A/L+~C;A~~}+P;~C’A~, 
+ {cBaLjP; + cf a”,P; + c$, ak,hp;} A c; A pi. (5.7) 
However, P; = a&L - Z,(Pi) by (3.34) and C; A p + de,” A p, = 0 by the 
second of (3.8). We thus have 
Thus, since C,” A p + dC” A p,=O by the first of (3.8) a simple 
rearrangement of the terms gives (5.4). 1 
THEOREM 5.1. The n-form x0(L) is u Curtun ,form for a second-order 
Lagrangian L = L(x’, qz, y:, yt). 
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ProojI It follows directly from (5.3) that n,(L) = Lp mod C,. When 
Lemma 5.1 is used, we see W = dn,(L) - C” A E,(L) is a homogeneous 
exterior polynomial in the generators of C, of degree two. It thus follows 
that V J W is a homogeneous exterior polynomial in the generators of c, 
of degree one and hence V J W- 0 mod c,. Thus V J dzO(L) = 
(V J Cl) E,(L) mod c, and hence n,(L) is a Cartan form for L. 1 
THEOREM 5.2. Any Cartan form for a given second-order problem with 
Lagrangian L = L(xi, q’, ~4, y;) is of the form 
n(L) = 7cO( L) + dR + S, (5.9) 
where R is any element of c, n A”- ‘(K,), and S is any sum of homogeneous 
A”(K,)-valued exterior polynomials in the generators of c, of degree two or 
higher. Thus any Cartan form .for a second-order problem with Lagrangian L 
is equivalent mod e, to x0(L). 
Proof The proof follows exactly that of Theorem 4.2. 
The importance of Theorem 5.2 is that it shows that any second-order 
multiple integral problem in the calculus of variations can be analyzed 
solely in terms of the canonical Cartan form no(L). In fact, since 
L,u E rr,,( L) mod c,, we can replace the action integral by 
A [@I = I, @*71()(L). 
6. NOETHERS' THEOREM AND THE CARTAN FORM 
The identification of a Cartan form provides immediate access to 
questions of symmetry of the action integral A[@] and conserved currents 
through a direct generalization of Noethers’ first theorem. This classic 
theorem shows that there is a conserved current for each isovector field 
that leaves A[@] invariant under transport by that isovector field. The 
notion of Noetherian vector fields is introduced by the following 
definitions. 
DEFINITION. An isovector V of the third-order contact ideal e, is a 
Noetherian vector field of the first kind of a given action integral A[@] with 
associated Cartan form n(L) if and only if 
9~7c(L) = 0 mod c,. 
The collection of all such vector fields is denoted by N,(L). 
(6.1) 
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DEFINITION. An isovector V of the third-order contact ideal C, is a 
Noetherian vector field of the second kind of a given action integral A[@] 
with Cartan form rc(L) if and only if 
Tv$L) = dP( V, L) mod c,, (6.2) 
for some (n - 1 )-form /?( V, L). The collection of all such vector fields is 
denoted by N,(L). 
The following result is an immediate consequence of the above 
definitions and $pcv,VI = [YU, L!?,,], 6pL’+ “= 9(,-t Z,,, YU,,=a9,,. 
LEMMA 6.1. The vector spaces N,(L) and N2( L) are Lie &algebras qf 
T(K,) that satisfy the Lie algebra inclusion 
N,(L) c N,(L) (6.3) 
and the laws of composition for dfi( V, L) are given by 
dB(U+V,L)=d(B(U,L)+p(v,L)) (6.4) 
dB(I[U VI, L,) = 42uP( K L) - 1;p,B(U> L)). (6.5) 
We note in passing that (6.1) and (6.2) imply d9,,7c( L) = 0 mod C, for 
any V in N,(L) or N,(L) because ci3 is closed. Thus, since d and d;py com- 
mute, we have 
LYv dz( L) = 0 mod C, (6.6) 
for any V in N,(L) or N,(L). 
THEOREM 6.1. If @ E R(Q) and VE N,(L), then 
A C@y(s)l = A [@I + s @* 1’ (exp(p6p,) B( K L)) 4. (6.7) 
PR 0 
Thus, the image of the action integral is invariant to within a boundary 
integral for any flow generated by a V E N,(L), and is strictly invariant for 
any flow generated by a V E N,(L). 
Proof: A direct combination of (3.23) and (3.25) gives 
~CQ,.(~)l =A[@1 +jc2 @*bawd- WA 
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Thus, from (5.1), the facts that any @CR(O) annihilates c, and any 




(exp(s=YV) - 1) n(L) = 1; (exp(pTbJ4L)) 4, 
(6.2) shows that 
(exp(sY,,) - 1) n(L) = /i exp( pp&,) dB( V, L) dp mod C, 
for any VEN,(L). The relation (6.7) thus follows on noting that d and 
exp( pYb,) commute. 1 
THEOREM 6.2. Zf VE N,(L), then any @E R(Q) satisfies the identity 
@*(V J Ca) @*E,(L) = d@*(/?( V, L) - V J x(L)). (6.8) 
Thus, if @ E R(R) is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations, then @ 
admits the conserved current (n - 1 )Tforwz 
J( v, L) = @p*(/?( v, L) - v J n(L)). (6.9) 
Proof: If we write out condition (6.2) we obtain 
Yvx(L)= VJdn(L)+d(VJz(L))rdfl(V, L) mod C,, 
so that 
lQdx(L)=d(B(V,L)-VJz(L)) mod c3. 
The result then follows on noting (5.2) for any Cartan form z(L). 1 
The definition of Noetherian vector fields of the first kind shows that 
these vector fields constitute the Lie sub-algebra of N,(L) that obtains 
under the restriction d/l( V, L) = 0. Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 are thus seen to be 
Noethers’ first theorem [S] upon restriction to N,(L), for (6.7) reduces to 
A [@ y(s)] = A [@I for any @E R(Q) while (6.9) gives J( V, L) = 
-@*(V J x(L)). The general case of N,(L) with fl( V, L) # 0 is the Bessel- 
Hagen generalization [6] of Noethers’ first theorem. 
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It is of interest to note that in this context (5.3) and any 
give 
where 
v J 7c(L) = (u”P:, + v;P$ D’Tf)/li mod c3 
T;=y;-‘;+y~?;p~-&L (6.10) 
are the components of the momentum energy complex for the second-order 
variational problem with Lagrangian function L. 
7. TRANSVERSALITY AND DIRECT SUM DECOMPOSITIONS 
The isovector fields in Section 3 were chosen such that the boundary 
integral Jan @*(I/ J n(L)) in (3.30) vanished. The general vector fields 
t E T(K,) which are such that t J n(L) = 0 are thus of obvious importance 
in the calculus of variations. Direct analogy with the classic theory of first- 
order variational problems leads to the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A vector field t E T(K,) is a transverse vector field for a 
second-order variational problem with canonical Cartan form n,,(L) if and 
only if 
t _J7Co(L)=0 mod C,. (7.1) 
The collection of all transverse vector fields is denoted by Y(L), which is 
clearly a subspace of T(K,). We will refer to F(L) as the transverse sub- 
space. The conditions (7.1) are characterized in the following way. 
LEMMA 7.1. Zf 
u=uiaj+u~a,+uya:+UIZ/alZ/+U~~a~k 
is an arbitrary element of T(K,), then 
u J 71,(L) = (u”P:, + u;p; - u’Tj)p, mod (?3 
for Tj given by (6.10). Thus, 
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and hence no non-zero element of the subspace 
T=span{Z, 11 <k<n} (7.5) 
belongs lo the transverse subspace Y(L) for L # 0. 
Proof The relation (7.3) is an immediate consequence of (7.2) and 
(5.3). An elementary calculation based upon (3.16) and (7.3) gives (7.4). 
The remaining result is then obvious. m 
It was proved in Lemma 3.2 that Zi satisfy (3.17). Elementary 
calculations show that Zi can be completed in many ways to a basis 
{Z,, tg, tb, t$, aF ( 16/1<m, 1 <j,j<n] for T(K,) such that 
The uniqueness of this completion obtains for L # 0 by the requirements 
{t,, $, tj} E f(L), in which case we have 
t =a -Lp’PkZ P B B k’ tg=ag-L/p;z,, t;:=a;l. (7.7) 
These results combine to give the following conclusion. 
THEOREM 7.1. Zj” L # 0, we have 
F(L)=span{ta, t$, $, 81” I 1 dP<rn, 1 di, j, k,<m}, (7.8) 
and T(K,) admits the direct sum decomposition 
T(K,) = S? 0 F(L), (7.9) 
with Z? given bJ> (7.5). 
The direct sum decomposition (7.9) of T(K,) can be used to induce a 
direct sum decomposition of A’(K,) by duality. Let 
$?=span{C”, C;, C; 11 dcc<m, l<i, j<n) 
by the contact subspace of A’(K,). Whenever L # 0, the system of equations 
Z; _I TJ = S;, t,_JT’=td-1T’=t~-IT’=a~iTj=O (7.10) 
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has the unique solution 
T’=dx’+L~‘IP:,C”$P~C,“), 1 <i<n. (7.11) 
The l-forms T’, 1 B id n, are therefore referred to as transverse l-forms. It 
is now a simple matter to combine (3.17), (7.6) with (7.10) and (7.11) in 
order to obtain the following results. 
THEOREM 7.2. The dual space A ‘(K,) admits the direct sum decom- 
position 
n’(K,)=~*(L)Oceospan{dv~,} (7.12) 
at all points in K, where L # 0. Here 
Y*(L)=span{T’( 1 <i<n) (7.13) 
is the dual of the transverse .&space, and the transverse l-forms satisfjl 
r’ z d.x’ mod C,. (7.14) 
Theorems 7.1 and 7.2, together with the relations (3.17), (7.6), and 
(7.10), provide the following representation formulae whenever L # 0. Any 
U E T( K3) is given by 
u = Zi’Z, $ ZPt, + iqt:, + ti;tl” + lick azk 
where the coefficients (zi’, ti”, li:, ti”,, isk) have the evaluations 
(7.15) 
ii’= U J T’, 6” = u J C”, Lq=uJcy, 
ti$=U JC& iiy,k = U J dy;,. 
(7.16) 
Further, any w E A’(K,) can be written in the form 
where 
“iri=z,_l w, Q, = t, J w, ai, = t:, _I w, 
$2 = tg J w, )y=(y JM’, 
(7.18) 
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